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a b s t r a c t
The packet loss characteristics of Internet paths that include residential broadband links
are not well understood, and there are no good models for their behaviour. This complicates the design of real-time video applications targeting home users, since it is difﬁcult
to choose appropriate error correction and concealment algorithms without a good model
for the types of loss observed. Using measurements of residential broadband networks in
the UK and Finland, we show that existing models for packet loss, such as the Gilbert model
and simple hidden Markov models, do not effectively model the loss patterns seen in this
environment. We present a new two-level Markov model for packet loss that can more
accurately describe the characteristics of these links, and quantify the effectiveness of this
model. We demonstrate that our new packet loss model allows for improved application
design, by using it to model the performance of forward error correction on such links.
Ó 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. Introduction
Studies show that video comprises more than 50% of
global consumer Internet trafﬁc, and it is predicted that
this will rise to 80–90% by 2017 [1]. This video trafﬁc can
be split into two categories: on-demand streaming of near
real-time content, primarily movies and catch-up TV (e.g.,
NetFlix, BBC iPlayer), and real-time trafﬁc in the form of
live TV broadcasts and video conferencing. Much has been
written about near real-time applications. These typically
make use of dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP
(DASH) [2] and accept TCP congestion control and in-order
reliable delivery, with the multi-second play-out delays
this entails, in return for being able to build on the web
infrastructure of content delivery networks. By way of contrast, real-time applications require shorter play-out buffers, typically on the order of tens of milliseconds, and so
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 141 330 2525.
E-mail address: csp@csperkins.org (C. Perkins).

eschew the DASH model and instead build custom UDP/
IP transport protocols and infrastructure. By accepting this
complexity, real-time applications can gain visibility into
the timing and reliability of the packet delivery process,
allowing them to optimise the transport to reduce latency.
In order to design effective low-latency real-time
transport protocols, new forward error correction (FEC)
schemes, or improved packet loss concealment algorithms,
we need to create an accurate model of the packet delivery
process. Such a model will allow analytic and simulation
studies to evaluate the performance of new applications
and services in advance of full-scale deployments, testing
the effectiveness of the design. Previous studies have used
Markov models, such as the classical Gilbert model [3], to
evaluate video streaming applications [4] and forward
error correction [5]. These models are popular due to their
relative simplicity, and because they are easy to implement
and understand. Using measurements of packet loss
between academic sites, more complex Markov models
[6,7] and hidden Markov models [8,9] have also been
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proposed to describe Internet packet loss. However, the
accuracy of these models for characterising packet loss
on residential broadband networks remains poorly understood. There is some evidence that packet loss characteristics of residential networks are different to those on
academic networks [10], so it is important to study the
accuracy of the models in this context.
In this paper, we use measurements of packet loss from
real-time video on residential broadband links [10] to
show that well-known Markov models of network packet
loss do not effectively capture the characteristics of such
links. We introduce a new two-level model that uses both
packet loss and delay information to better understand the
state of the network, using delay data to give insight into
whether packet loss is due to congestion or link noise.
Finally, we show that this new model captures packet loss
processes seen on residential ADSL and cable links more
accurately than the previous models. This paper is an
extended version of [11] that reﬁnes and expands our analysis, and makes two new contributions: (1) we present a
new technique for classifying congestion for use in the
two-level model and (2) we apply the two-level model to
simulation of FEC performance, to evaluate its improved
accuracy over existing models in a realistic scenario.
We structure the remainder of this paper as follows. We
begin, in Section 2, by describing the experimental dataset
used in our work. Section 3 then outlines existing
approaches to modelling packet loss patterns in the Internet, and Section 4 explores the limitations of these existing
approaches, based on an evaluation using our dataset. In
Section 5, we introduce a new type of packet loss model,
then show how this improves accuracy when modelling
residential links in Section 6. Section 7 compares the different packet loss models using simulation of FEC performance, and Section 8 outlines how the two-level model
can be applied to other scenarios. We discuss related work
in Section 9, and conclude in Section 10.
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T i , for those packets that were received. We use the timestamps to estimate the queueing delay (DQ) experienced
by each received packet, correcting for clock skew as in
[13], to understand the correlation between the queueing
conditions experienced by the stream and the loss behaviour. These packet loss and delay observations are then
used as input to the packet loss models.
The dataset contains 3800 RTP packet traces varying
between one and ten minutes in duration, with sending
data rates ranging from 1–8.5 Mb/s depending on the edge
link capacity. This gives between 6000 and approximately
600,000 packets per trace. Within the traces, there are a
range of different loss and delay characteristics, showing
cases where the network is overloaded and causing packet
loss due to congestion, cases of time-of-day variation in
packet loss behaviour, as well as many traces where no
packet loss at all was encountered. More information on
the dataset, including how to download the raw traces,
can be found in [10].
Few consistent patterns can be identiﬁed in the packet
loss characteristics of the traces. Different links exhibited
quite different behaviours. For example, some ADSL links
showed signs of time-of-day variation in packet loss, with
signiﬁcant spikes during the evening (perhaps associated
with more load on the network), while other ADSL links
showed no such behaviour. Similarly, in some cases, the
same links showed different behaviours across the two
years when the measurements were taken (possibly due
to network upgrades by the ISP during this period). For this
reason, the analysis presented here uses each trace individually, as a separate observation of the behaviour of the network, and does not aggregate across traces. For further
details on the high-level characteristics of the traces, as
well as in-depth analysis of the packet loss and delay measurements, see [14].

3. Existing approaches to modelling loss patterns
2. Measurement of packet loss on residential links
We use a dataset we have previously collected, which is
described in [10], to evaluate the performance of the existing packet loss models against traces of packet loss on residential links. This dataset contains end-to-end
measurements of one-way Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) [12] trafﬁc sent over UDP/IP at a range of bit-rates
(1–8.5 Mbps) from a well-connected server to measurement hosts located in residential premises. The server
was located at the University of Glasgow, while the residential measurement hosts were located in the UK and Finland. A range of experimental factors were considered: the
traces were collected at different bit-rates, at different
times of day, and from residences connected to the Internet via several different Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
using a mix of ADSL and cable modem links. The measurements were taken in 2009 and 2010.
A sequence number and transmission timestamp was
attached to each packet, i, allowing us to obtain an observation sequence of packet losses, Z i (Z i ¼ 0 for received
packets, Z i ¼ 1 for lost packets) and arrival timestamps,

Numerous attempts have been made to model the
packet loss patterns seen on the network. These can be
roughly categorised into end-to-end packet loss models
and link-layer speciﬁc packet loss models. We are interested in end-to-end packet loss models, since it is endto-end performance that is observed by applications. We
do not further consider link-layer speciﬁc models for two
reasons: (1) their effects are subsumed into the end-toend model of the packet loss patterns and (2) most of the
work on link-layer speciﬁc models has considered wireless
links, since those have the most complex loss patterns. We
are not aware of widely available link-layer speciﬁc models
for ADSL and cable modem links that could be incorporated
into an end-to-end model, and even if such were available,
they would only address part of the end-to-end path. We
rather consider end-to-end packet loss models trained
based on the measurement data outlined in Section 2.
Commonly used end-to-end models of packet loss are
based on either simple multi-state Markov models, or on
more complex hidden Markov models. Perhaps the most
straightforward of the simple Markov models is the twostate Markov chain, proposed by Gilbert [3], also referred
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to as the Simple Gilbert Model (SGM) [15]. In the SGM, the
state of the model directly represents Z i , as shown in Fig. 1
(i.e., the BAD state always produces packet losses, while
the GOOD state never does). Transitions between the states
are per-packet, and independent of the previous states. The
parameters of the model are p, the probability of losing a
packet, given the previous one was received; and q, the
probability of receiving a packet, given that the previous
one was lost. These parameters can be expressed as a
matrix, as in Eq. (1):


SGM ¼

ð1  pÞ p
q

ð1  qÞ

Fig. 4. Two-state Hidden Markov Model (2HMM).

The parameters of an EGM with m ¼ 4 can be expressed as
the matrix shown in Eq. (2):

2


ð1Þ

These parameters are estimated by counting the number of
transitions between states, as discussed in [16].
The SGM has been heavily used for evaluating application performance, especially after early work on academic
networks found it to be suitable for describing the loss processes seen in these networks [6]. For example, recent
evaluations of network video streaming systems [4] and
video quality estimation tools [17] have used SGM models
to generate their loss processes. Analytical evaluations of
forward error correction (FEC) performance have also used
the SGM as the basis for their work (e.g., [18,5]).
One of the drawbacks of the SGM is that there are only
two states and the model is memoryless so it does not capture bursty behaviour in packet loss. To address this, a new
model was proposed [7,16] where the number of states to
represent losses is extended from one (as in the SGM) to m,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. We refer to this as the Extended Gilbert Model (EGM). This extended model allows us to
describe loss bursts of up to m packets, with each state representing a loss burst of a particular length. That is, state j
(where j < m) represents a loss burst of j packets, while
state m represents a loss burst of at least m packets.
Received packets are represented by state 0, and the runlengths of received packets are not speciﬁcally captured
by the model. Considering all of the measured packet
traces in our dataset [10], the 99th percentile loss burst
length is four packets as shown in Fig. 3. Accordingly, we
consider extended Gilbert models with m ¼ 4 in this paper.
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Finally, an extension to the Gilbert model was proposed
by Elliott [19], where both states produce errors with different probabilities, as shown in Fig. 4. The motivation
behind this approach is that one of the states (GOOD) produces losses with a low probability, corresponding to isolated loss events, whereas the other state (BAD) produces
losses with a higher probability, corresponding to packet
loss bursts. One way to implement this model is as a
two-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM), where only the
observations of packet loss can be seen, while the actual
state (GOOD or BAD) is hidden. The parameters of the
HMM can be expressed as matrices HMM A, which deﬁnes
transition probabilities between the hidden states, and
HMM B, which deﬁnes the probability of packet loss in
each hidden state, as in Eqs. (3) and (4):


HMM A ¼

ð1  pÞ p
q

ð1  qÞ

HMM B ¼ ½ ð1  kÞ ð1  hÞ 


ð3Þ

ð4Þ

In HMMs, the transition probabilities between hidden
states and the loss probabilities for each hidden state are
estimated from the observed data. This process is more
complex than for the SGM and EGM, and involves the use
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of expectation–maximisation algorithms as described in
[20]. An HMM can be extended to contain more than two
states. This will improve its accuracy, although in practice
the complexity of the estimation process limits the number of states, since the estimation time increases quadratically with the number of states in the HMM. In this work,
we will focus on two- and three-state HMMs, since these
are computationally feasible to calculate, and since the
states can be associated with a physical interpretation with
different states representing different causes of network
congestion (we discuss the physical interpretation of the
states in Section 5.1).
HMMs were ﬁrst employed for modelling packet loss in
[8], where HMMs of varying numbers of states were
applied to active measurement traces, ﬁnding that in the
majority of cases, two- and three-state HMMs were sufﬁcient. The HMMs were used to estimate the transitions
between hidden states for these traces, and showed that
greater resolution can be obtained using HMMs than the
simpler SGM and EGM. Further work has used HMMs to
model the behaviour of both packet loss and delay in Internet measurement traces between academic sites [21,9],
and to predict network conditions and apply these to
dynamic adaptation of FEC parameters [22].
4. Limitations of existing packet loss models
In this section we evaluate the performance of the SGM,
EGM, and two- and three-state HMM (2HMM and 3HMM)
packet loss models outlined in Section 3 against the measured loss traces described in Section 2. The model parameters for each of the models studied in this paper, as
trained on each of the packet loss traces described in
[10], can be found at http://martin-ellis.net/research/lossmodelling.
4.1. Trace classiﬁcation and example loss patterns
An initial manual examination of the packet loss traces
showed that they can be divided into three groups: those
with zero or very low packet loss, those with non-bursty
loss, and those with bursty loss. Separating out traces with
very low levels of loss allows further analysis to be more
signiﬁcant, focusing on bursty or non-bursty loss patterns
that are not meaningful when there are only occasional
packet losses. For those traces visually identiﬁed to be very
low loss, over 90% had 15 or fewer lost packets, so the
threshold for a trace to be considered very low loss was
set to 15 packets lost. A total of 2890 traces are categorised
as very low loss. Of these 1679 are loss free, while the
remaining 1211 have between 1 and 15 lost packets.
Among the traces with higher loss, the distinction
between bursty and non-bursty loss was made by visual
examination of the trace sequences. This ﬁnds 486 nonbursty traces and 433 traces with bursty packet loss. Representative samples of non-bursty and bursty packet loss
behaviour are shown in Figs. 5 and 7 respectively. The bars
indicate whether packets were lost (black) or received
(grey). The top panel of each ﬁgure (‘‘raw data’’) shows
the measured loss sequence, while the lower four panels

Raw Data

Loss Runs

Receive Runs

SGM

EGM

2HMM

3HMM

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Packet Number
Fig. 5. Example non-bursty trace: original/synthetic loss sequences.

SGM =

0.9904 0.0096
0.9661 0.0339

0.9904 0.0096
0
0
0.9649
0
0.0351 0
1
0
0
0
EGM =
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2HMM A =

0
0
0
0
0

0.677 0.323
0.109 0.891

2HMM B = 0.0327 0.0021
0.5455 0.1807 0.2738
3HMM A = 0.0661 0.7275 0.2065
0.0476 0.0984 0.8540
3HMM B = 0.0652 0.0067 0.0017
Fig. 6. Example non-bursty trace: model parameters.

show sample synthetic loss sequences generated using
the SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM packet loss models with
parameters estimated from the trace, as will be described
in Section 4.2. The SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM parameters estimated from the non-bursty and bursty traces are
shown in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. Figs. 9 and 10 show
packet loss burstiness metrics to illustrate the differences
between the bursty and non-bursty trace data. These ﬁgures show that the traces classiﬁed here as bursty indeed
have a higher fraction of packet loss bursts than the nonbursty traces, using the metrics for bursty packet loss
introduced in [23] (using Gmin ¼ 16 as recommended)
and [24] respectively.
Returning to Fig. 5, we see that the synthetic packet loss
sequences generated by the SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM
are comparable to the non-bursty packet loss in the measured trace. This indicates that these models are suitable
for this type of loss behaviour, matching results from previous work [6,16,8]. Fig. 7 shows a sequence with bursty
periods of loss in the raw data, with long runs of received
packets between them. In this case, however, it is apparent
that the SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM generate synthetic
packet loss sequences that differ signiﬁcantly from the
measured trace.
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Fig. 8. Example bursty trace: SGM, EGM, and HMM parameters.

There is no clear link between the burstiness of traces
and experimental variables such as time of day. As
discussed in [10], some of the measured links showed evidence of time-of-day variation in loss behaviour, although
others do not. Moreover, since there are variations in
behaviour within some of the traces, we choose to perform
further analysis at a per-trace level.
4.2. Evaluation using parametric bootstrap
Figs. 5 and 7 give a clear visual representation of the
goodness-of-ﬁt of the models to the original data, but do
not provide a quantitative measure of accuracy. To quantify model accuracy, we need a procedure to test how well
the original data is captured by the model. That is, we need
a numeric measure of the goodness-of-ﬁt for the models.
To do this, we adapt a commonly used statistical technique known as bootstrapping. This proceeds as follows.
We ﬁrst estimate model parameters from each trace, using
the process described in [16] for the SGM and EGM, and the
R package hmm.discnp [25] for the 2HMM and 3HMM.
Then, we use these parameters to generate a large number

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

Burstiness (fraction of windows exceeding threshold)
Fig. 10. Distribution of trace burstiness, using metric from [24].

of synthetic sequences from each model (in our case, we
use 1000 sequences, a typical choice). We then calculate
a set of statistics, S, relating to each generated sequence,
as described in Section 4.3. For each of these statistics Sk ,
the values obtained from calculating the Sk on each of
the synthetic sequences are used to produce a distribution,
Ssynth
, which is compared to Sraw
(the value of Sk obtained
k
k
from the raw data). This is a similar approach to [26],
which tested the ‘‘curvature’’ of distributions when testing
for long-tailed behaviour in Internet trafﬁc. Since this technique generates new sequences using the parameterised
models, we refer to it as parametric bootstrap, in contrast
to traditional bootstrap techniques which involve resampling from within the existing data [27].
To assess the model’s goodness-of-ﬁt, we test the null
hypothesis that the observed value of Sraw
is a typical draw
k
from the distribution Ssynth
. If the null hypothesis is not
k
rejected, this suggests that the model offers a good ﬁt to
the data, since the realisations of the ﬁtted model are similar
to the observed data (always in terms of the summary statistic Sk ). We test this hypothesis by calculating a central 95%
conﬁdence interval and checking if Sraw
falls into that interk
val. This is equivalent to a hypothesis test at signiﬁcance
level 5% where the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis given that the null hypothesis is true is 5% [28].
Although setting 5% is a typical choice for statistical hypothesis testing, a larger signiﬁcance level which leads to a
narrower interval does not alter our results considerably.
Goodness of ﬁt results are presented in Section 4.4.
4.3. Choice of statistics for parametric bootstrap
The parametric bootstrap aims to measure the accuracy
by which the models describe the observed packet loss
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processes, and must therefore be based on packet loss metrics. We calculate two metrics of packet loss: the mean
packet loss fraction and the run-length distributions of lost
and received packets (loss run-lengths are deﬁned as the
number of packets lost in a row, while receive run-lengths
are deﬁned as the number of packets received in a row;
analysing both these metrics together is necessary, since
they give insight into packet loss correlation). The former
measures the total level of packet loss experienced in each
trace, while the latter describes the loss patterns in the
traces. These metrics form the base from which we
calculate the statistics needed for parametric bootstrap.
The set of statistics, S, calculated from our raw and synthetic sequences and used for parametric bootstrap is
therefore: the mean packet loss rate over the whole trace;
the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the
receive run-length distribution; the mean, median, and
maximum loss run-lengths; and the number of receive
runs in each order of magnitude (i.e., number of runs of
order 100 ; 101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 ; 105 packets).
These statistics include the loss and receive run-length
distributions to assess whether the loss patterns of the raw
data are matched by the models. They cover a large range
of the receive run-length distribution, along with the key
points of the loss run-length distribution (which is less
variable). Since the receive run-lengths can range from
very short (i.e., single packets) to tens of thousands of
packets within a single trace, it is important that the models can capture this range. To test this, we count the number of receive run-lengths in each order of magnitude.
Statistics related to the run-length distributions have been
chosen, since in previous work we found the run-lengths to
be a key factor in explaining the effect of packet loss on
real-time applications [24].
We use these empirical metrics to describe the runlength behaviour in the traces, rather than attempting to
ﬁt probability distributions to the loss and receive runlength observations, because they can be more fairly compared between different sequences. Indeed, it is not clear
which distribution is appropriate, or even whether it is
possible to describe the empirical run-length distributions
with any single well-known probability distribution. For
example, when the loss run-lengths of two different
sequences are characterised by different distributions
(e.g., one showing Poisson-distributed loss run-lengths,
and the other showing geometrically distributed loss runlengths), it is unclear how they should be compared. This
is especially true since loss run-lengths might be characterised by a mixture of such distributions. Another reason
against ﬁtting the run-lengths to a distribution is that the
degree of ﬁt would also have to be taken into consideration, alongside the estimated distribution parameters.
For the purposes of parametric bootstrap, we feel that
using empirical metrics which can be simply calculated
and compared between sequences is most appropriate.
4.4. Results of parametric bootstrap
Goodness-of-ﬁt results from applying the parametric
bootstrap technique with 1000 synthetic sequences per
model to the SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM models are
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shown in Fig. 11a for the 486 non-bursty traces, and
Fig. 11b for the 433 bursty traces in the dataset. These ﬁgures show, for each statistic Sk (y-axis), the number of
traces where the model had good ﬁt to the packet traces,
in terms of Sk . Visually, for each statistic, bars that extend
further right mean that the corresponding model offers a
good ﬁt to that statistic in more traces. We see that:
 All models capture the mean loss rate, offering a good ﬁt
for both the bursty and non-bursty traces.
 In terms of the receive run-lengths, the SGM, EGM,
2HMM, and 3HMM all perform poorly, i.e., offer a good
ﬁt to a relatively small number of traces, for the bursty
traces, and only a little better for the non-bursty traces
(recall from the example in Fig. 7 that bursty loss was
not well captured by these models). Interestingly, there
are differences between the models for different types
of trace. The SGM and EGM appear to capture the
receive run-lengths better in the non-bursty traces,
while the 2HMM and 3HMM are slightly better for short
receive run-lengths in the bursty traces. Since the
2HMM and 3HMM aim to capture the changes in loss
states, they perform slightly better in bursty traces. This
extra complexity does not help when the loss pattern is
not bursty.
 The patterns in the loss run-length results are similar
for both non-bursty and bursty traces (with better performance on non-bursty traces, as expected). The SGM
and EGM perform particularly well, capturing mean
and median of the loss run-lengths for most traces.
The 2HMM and 3HMM capture the mean loss runlength less well, although they do capture the median
(since most loss bursts consist of a single packet, the
median loss run-length is likely to be 1; even in bursty
periods, individual loss runs are short, but fall close
together). Although loss run-length statistics are wellcaptured, this does not mean the trace is accurately
modelled (since receive run-length statistics are not
well-captured by the models), and can lead to loss patterns that are quite different to the raw data, as seen in
Fig. 7.
To summarise, the parametric bootstrap results show
that although the SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and 3HMM perform
adequately on certain types of traces and in terms of some
metrics, they do not accurately capture the loss patterns of
the most bursty traces (as illustrated by the example in
Fig. 7). Although bursty packet loss does not occur in all
traces, over 10% of traces were classiﬁed as bursty. The
implications of this loss behaviour for the performance of
streaming video are too important to be ignored, since bursty packet loss severely degrades the performance of the
FEC schemes needed to ensure acceptable video quality
at residential receivers [24].
To understand the real-world performance of such
schemes, and more generally, to understand end-to-end
video quality, it is important to ensure that the packet loss
simulation used in testing is accurate. The results shown in
this section have illustrated that the existing packet loss
models studied here are inaccurate in the presence of bursty packet loss (such as that seen on residential ADSL and
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Fig. 11. Parametric bootstrap results (loss models).

Cable networks). Therefore, an alternative modelling
approach that is more capable of modelling bursty packet
loss is needed to better understand FEC performance and
the overall video quality experienced by residential Internet users.

5. A new two-level model for packet loss
Section 4 showed that the existing models cannot accurately model the bursty packet loss behaviour seen in some
of our traces. To improve the models, we begin with the
observation that periods of bursty loss are often associated
with network congestion in environments using drop-tail
queues, and that the location of those queues within the
network will inﬂuence the degree of statistical multiplexing of ﬂows, and hence the impact of loss bursts on individual ﬂows. Both the nature and location of the loss event is
important.
We hence propose a new two-level model that explicitly
considers the congestion state of the network, and the
location of congestion within the network, to more accurately model bursty loss. This model is similar to the layered model outlined in [29], which divides traces into
separate sub-traces based on loss rate. However, our model
differs in the following ways. First, we explicitly consider
the bursty nature of packet loss, rather than just the overall
loss rate. Second, we incorporate additional delay information captured in the measurement data [10] to give insight
into the causes of loss. Finally, the outer states of our

model were chosen speciﬁcally to model the location of
congestion within the network, rather than being purely
data-driven. Our new model uses the combination of
packet loss and delay information to obtain a more accurate picture of the network conditions. Understanding the
relationship between delay and loss is important because
packet delay gives insight into the likely location of congestion within the network, potentially allowing us to distinguish losses due to congestion and queue overﬂow in
the core network, from losses caused by other factors
(e.g., electrical noise on the last mile link).
In our two-level model, the outer states represent the
network state (i.e., congested or uncongested) and the
location of the congestion, while the inner states capture
the packet loss process. Although it is possible that several
of these conditions might occur at the same time (e.g., both
edge and core congestion), we focus on the dominant loss
mode, allowing us to represent the current network conditions as one of the outer states of the model. For example,
given that a single ﬂow makes up a relatively higher fraction of the trafﬁc at the network edge than it would in
the core, congestion at the edge is likely to have a more
dominant effect than congestion elsewhere.
In this two-level approach, the trace being used to train
the model is split up into ﬁxed duration windows, and the
outer state for each window is explicitly chosen by applying a simple classiﬁcation algorithm to the loss and delay
data (described in Section 5.1). The window duration
was one second, chosen to balance the need to capture
the dynamics of the system while including enough data
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Fig. 12. Two-level model, SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration.

points within a single window to train the inner model;
investigating the effects of different window durations is
for future work. Self-transitions between the outer states
are possible, allowing the model to capture the situation
where conditions stay the same for an extended period of
time. The transitions between outer states are modelled
as a Markov chain, and the transition probabilities are estimated by counting the number of transitions between
windows of each outer state. The parameters of this outer
model, therefore, can be represented as a transition probability matrix, Aouter :
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Aouter ¼ 4 peu
pcu

pue

puc

3

pee

7
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pcc

ð5Þ

More formally, the probability of moving from outer
state a to outer state b is calculated using the number of
transitions from a to b; nab , and the total number of transitions from a, na , as in Eq. (6) (following [30]):

Aouter ½a; b ¼

nab
na

ð6Þ

The observation sequence Z i from all windows classiﬁed
as being in a particular outer state is used to calculate the
parameters of the inner packet loss model for that outer
state, as discussed in Section 5.2.
5.1. Classiﬁcation schemes to identify outer states
Fig. 12 illustrates an example of the two-level model,
with three outer states (corresponding to different conditions on the underlying network), and inner models to capture packet loss within each outer state. The outer states
for the model correspond to the different sources of packet
loss along the end-to-end path that our measurement data
traversed:
 access link noise, where issues with the physical layer
cause IP-layer packet loss;
 edge congestion, where queue overﬂows at the ISP edge
(i.e., DSLAM or CMTS) cause packet loss; and
 core congestion, where queue overﬂows occur at routers
within the core IP networks.
In terms of the physical effects seen in the data, access
link noise will cause low levels of uncongested loss
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regardless of the levels of delay. Edge congestion will cause
higher levels of loss, which will be associated with higher
delay since the building queues at edge routers will noticeably increase queueing delay DQ due to the low levels of
statistical multiplexing expected on edge links. Core congestion will also cause higher loss, but without the noticeable effect in DQ since higher statistical multiplexing at
core routers means that the effects of queueing on DQ will
be less obvious at the receiver. These intuitive insights into
the effects of congestion on packet loss and delay form the
basis of the classiﬁcation schemes presented here.
We consider two classiﬁcation schemes for the outer
states. One is based on ﬁxed thresholds for loss and delay
(the ld classiﬁer), while the other looks for increasing
trends in queueing delay before loss (the ldbl classiﬁer).
Both classiﬁers consider ﬁxed one-second windows of
trace data, and in each window examine the number of
losses (N), number of loss bursts (M), and median DQ
g ). Other schemes for classiﬁcation are possible, and
( DQ
due to the two-level nature of the model, could be used
in place of the classiﬁers we consider.
The ld classiﬁer is described in Algorithm 1. It uses
thresholds for N and M to identify periods of high loss,
g
which indicate congestion, and another threshold for DQ
to distinguish between core and edge congestion. The loss
thresholds (N > 2 or M > 2 indicating congestion) are chosen based on the assumption, backed up by analysis of our
dataset, that non-congestive loss is unlikely to create more
than two separate loss events with a one second window,
and that a loss burst of longer than two packets is likely
g threshold (5 ms) is also
to be due to congestion. The DQ
based on examination of the trace data; traces with nonbursty loss typically exhibit DQ < 5 ms. These thresholds
are based on the dataset in [10], and while we expect them
to be valid for residential ADSL and Cable links of the type
we have measured, some calibration may be needed before
they can be applied to other sorts of network.
Algorithm 1. Loss/Delay (ld) classiﬁer
if (state = ‘‘uncongested’’) then
if (N > 2) or (M > 2) then
#‘‘high loss’’
g > 5 ms) then
if ( DQ
#‘‘elevated DQ’’
state
else
state
end if
end if
else

‘‘edge congestion’’
‘‘core congestion’’

g 6 5 ms) then
if (N 6 2) and (M 6 2) and ( DQ
state
‘‘uncongested’’
end if
end if

The ldbl classiﬁer is described in Algorithm 2. It is a generalisation of the ld classiﬁer, that no longer uses a ﬁxed
g threshold to distinguish between edge and core conDQ
gestion. Instead, when congestion is identiﬁed (as before,
when N > 2 or M > 2), ldbl looks at the median DQ from
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g BL ), and
packets immediately before the loss event ( DQ
g . If DQ
g BL is more than twice DQ
g
compares this against DQ
(i.e., delays preceding losses are elevated above the average), then the window is classiﬁed as edge congestion;
otherwise, the window is classiﬁed as core congestion. In
the core congestion state, DQ does not give insight into
congestion, so if N and M fall below their thresholds, the
state returns to uncongested. However, in the edge congestion state, DQ is important; so, an extra check is needed to
test for the slow fall in delay observed when the congested
queue empties (i.e., at an ISP-edge router). Once the losses
g has fallen within
from congestion have stopped and DQ
g in the last uncongested state ( DQ
g UC ), the
10% of the DQ
state switches back to uncongested. To do this, in Algog 6 k DQ
g UC , where k ¼ 1:1. This tolerrithm 2, we test DQ
ance of 10% is chosen to prevent the model remaining in
a congested state for longer than necessary, simply
because the delay has not fallen to precisely the pre-congestion level. A ﬁnal addition to the ldbl classiﬁer is to test
for cases when DQ increases before any losses are observed
(e.g., to detect the increase in queue lengths at the edge
router). If a sudden increase in DQ is detected within a window (deﬁned as 25% of the difference between maximum
and minimum DQ for the whole trace), the window is classiﬁed as showing edge congestion. This threshold was chosen based on examples of such sudden increases in the
dataset.
Algorithm 2. Loss/Delay Before Loss (ldbl) classiﬁer
if (state = ‘‘uncongested’’) then
if (N > 2) or (M > 2) then
#‘‘high loss’’
g BL > 2 DQ
g ) then
if ( DQ
#‘‘elevated DQ’’
state
else
state
end if
g UC
DQ

‘‘edge congestion’’
‘‘core congestion’’

g
DQ
end if
else if (state = ‘‘edge congestion’’) then
g 6 k DQ
g UC ) then
if (N 6 2) and (M 6 2) and ( DQ
state
‘‘uncongested’’
end if
else if (state = ‘‘core congestion’’) then
if (N 6 2) and (M 6 2) then
state
‘‘uncongested’’
end if
end if

The thresholds chosen for the classiﬁers are appropriate
for this dataset. Applying these classiﬁcation algorithms
to other network scenarios may require a different
choice of thresholds. When choosing these thresholds, it
is important to select values that can be used to distinguish
between different network states. For example, understanding typical rates of uncongested packet loss are necessary when choosing thresholds for N and M. Further
work might develop ways to self-conﬁgure the threshold

values, by looking at the patterns in the loss and delay
time-series. The requirement of such techniques is that
they must be able to identify between the different outer
states of the model.

5.2. Parameter choice for inner states
The outer states of the model correspond to different
network conditions (core congestion, edge congestion,
and access link noise), modelled as a three-state Markov
chain. Within each outer state, an inner packet loss model
is used to model the observed loss processes.
The inner model can be either a SGM or a 2HMM, as
described in Section 3. The two conﬁgurations used for
the inner models are SGM/SGM/SGM, where packet loss
is modelled by an SGM in each outer state, and SGM/
2HMM/2HMM, where the outer states potentially subject
to congestion are modelled by a 2HMM. Since Section 4
showed that non-bursty loss is well-modelled by the
SGM, it is suitable for uncongested loss due to access link
noise. The SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration tests whether
using HMMs within the pre-classiﬁed states also improves
performance. Conﬁgurations using the EGM or 3HMM are
also possible, but based on the results in Section 4 we
believe they would offer little beneﬁt, while being signiﬁcantly more complex.

6. Performance of the two-level model
In Fig. 13, we present sample results using the two-level
model on the example bursty packet loss trace shown in
Fig. 7. The top panel shows the measured trace data, while
the lower four panels show synthetic traces generated
using different conﬁgurations of the two-level model: we
use each of the ld and ldbl classiﬁers for the outer states
with both the SGM/SGM/SGM and SGM/2HMM/2HMM
inner models.
As the lower panels in Fig. 13 show, the sequences generated by the new models match the bursty nature of the
measured data more closely than those from the previous
models shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the models show
periods of bursty loss, separated by long runs of successfully received packets. This differs from the previous models, which generated losses throughout the trace. It is clear
that the receive run-length distributions in bursty traces
are more accurately captured by the two-level model than
by the simple models.
The model parameters for this example trace are shown
in Figs. 14 and 15 for the two-level models using the SGM/
SGM/SGM inner model, and Figs. 16 and 17 for the twolevel models using the SGM/2HMM/2HMM inner model.
Observe that in this particular trace, the model switches
between the uncongested and core congestion states; neither algorithm has classiﬁed any window as showing edge
congestion, since the median queueing delay does not
exceed the threshold of either classiﬁer. It is also worth
noting that for this trace, both classiﬁers agree on the classiﬁcation of the outer states, and yield the same transition
probability matrix for the outer states. However, this is not
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Fig. 15. Example bursty trace: ldbl, SGM/SGM/SGM.
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Fig. 13. Example bursty trace (two-level loss/delay models).
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Fig. 16. Example bursty trace: ld, SGM/2HMM/2HMM.

Fig. 14. Example bursty trace: ld, SGM/SGM/SGM.

the case for all traces, which is why different classiﬁcation
algorithms have different overall performance.
The performance of the different conﬁgurations of the
two-level model is shown in Fig. 18a and b, which show
the results of applying parametric bootstrap with 1000
synthetic sequences to the 486 non-bursty and 433 bursty
traces identiﬁed earlier. These demonstrate the improved
modelling accuracy shown in Fig. 13 over all the traces.
As before, the performance of the models on the non-bursty traces is better than for the bursty traces. However, the
two-level models also show improved performance in
terms of all the metrics, for both non-bursty and bursty
traces, with more traces offering a good ﬁt for these models
than the previous models. For comparison, examine the
number of traces where the model offers a good ﬁt for
the existing loss models in Fig. 11 with those in Fig. 18.
Both the ld and ldbl classiﬁers appear to have similar
performance. However, the choice of inner model conﬁgurations has a large impact on the performance of the twolevel model. The SGM/SGM/SGM conﬁguration improves
slightly on the single-level SGM, EGM, and HMMs using
only loss data, although the percentiles of the receive
run-length distribution are still not well-modelled in the
majority of traces. However, the two-level models using

Outer States TPM =
Uncongested SGM =

0.9263 0
0
0
0.1182 0

0.999526 0.000474
1
0
NA
NA
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NA

Edge congestion 2HMM B = NA
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Core congestion 2HMM A =

0.0632
0
0.8818

0.674 0.326
0.112 0.888

Core congestion 2HMM B = 0.1057 0.0092
Fig. 17. Example bursty trace: ldbl, SGM/2HMM/2HMM.

the SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration show much
improved performance over the previous models, with
the majority of traces being well-modelled in terms of
every statistic of interest (and many showing over 75% of
traces as well-modelled). This is because they more
accurately capture the different states in packet loss, and
use the most appropriate model for each (i.e., SGM for
uncongested, and 2HMM for congested periods).
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The results shown in Fig. 19 demonstrate the difference
between non-bursty and bursty traces, showing that while
only a slight improvement is obtained by using the twolevel model for the non-bursty traces, the improvement
is much larger for bursty traces. The two-level models
(SGM/SGM/SGM conﬁguration) produce a good ﬁt in
roughly twice as many bursty traces as the SGM (on average). With the SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration, almost
four times as many bursty traces are well-modelled compared to the SGM.
These results show that the two-level delay/loss models
(using the SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration) are more
accurate than the previous single-level SGM, EGM, or
HMMs. For the traces previously identiﬁed as non-bursty,
the two-level models with the SGM/2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration are suitable in almost all cases. In terms of the bursty traces, most of which were poorly modelled by the
previous models, the two-level models again show a clear
improvement, as illustrated in the example of Fig. 13.

M

ð8Þ

2H

n

M

i¼1 I Sk ðMÞ

EG

Pn
I ðMÞ ¼

3

Model improvement averaged over all Sk , denoted by
I ðMÞ, is calculated as in Eq. (8), and shown in Fig. 19:

2

ð7Þ

1

#traces with good fit for Sk ðMÞ
#traces with good fit for Sk ðSGMÞ

Performance relative to SGM, averaged across all metrics

I Sk ðMÞ ¼

non-bursty traces
bursty traces

0

To quantify the improvement obtained from the new
models, we use a metric showing the performance of each
model M relative to the SGM. The metric of model
improvement is calculated for each Sk as in Eq. (7):

5

Fig. 18. Parametric bootstrap results (two-level loss/delay models).

Fig. 19. Performance improvement of new models, relative to SGM.

Looking at the percentiles of the receive run-length
distribution (which the previous models failed to model
accurately), the importance of the choice of inner model
conﬁguration is made clear. Two-level models with the
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SGM/SGM/SGM conﬁguration perform better than the single-level SGM and EGM models for all the receive runlength percentiles, but not as well as the HMMs for the
5th and 25th percentiles. However, by using the SGM/
2HMM/2HMM conﬁguration, the performance is better
than the single-level SGM, EGM, and HMMs, for all the statistics. In terms of the computational complexity and estimation time, we note that since the two-level model treats
the different outer state separately, parameter estimation
is often faster than when using the HMMs. This is due to
the simpler SGM estimation procedure used for the uncongested portions of the trace; the more time consuming
HMM estimation process is only applied to the portions
of the trace classiﬁed as showing congestion.
7. Application to modelling FEC effectiveness
Forward error correction (FEC) can be used to maintain
video quality in IPTV applications [31]. These typically use
FEC at the application level, adding redundant packets to
the media stream that can be used to repair packet loss.
The effectiveness of FEC is highly dependent on the packet
loss characteristics of the network. Therefore, it is important to tune the FEC parameters to suit the network conditions to maximise the FEC recovery rate while minimising
the bandwidth overhead. With ongoing commercial
deployment of multicast IPTV service to residential Internet users, it is becoming important to understand how to
tune FEC parameters to suit such services. In particular, it
is important to understand how the loss patterns of ADSL
and cable access links differ from more widely studied
backbone network links, and how this impacts media quality and user experience.
Section 6 showed that the two-level model is more
accurate in modelling packet loss statistics than previous
models. In this section, the two-level model is applied to
model the performance of FEC, and the accuracy of this
model for FEC performance is compared to the single-level
SGM and uniform random loss, using input packet loss
sequences generated by these models. This is important
since FEC performance can be evaluated using packet loss
models, rather than requiring full measurement traces
(provided that the models induce similar FEC performance
to the raw data). Since the SGM is already widely used for
this purpose (e.g., [18,32,33,5,4]), this section demonstrates that the two-level model is more suitable when
simulating the packet loss patterns of residential broadband networks.
7.1. Comparing models to raw data
To compare performance of the models when evaluating FEC effectiveness, we follow the same experimental
procedure as described in [24], where simulations of the
OpenFEC library were conducted using the packet loss
traces described in Section 4. Here, we compare the performance of the best performing FEC scheme in OpenFEC,
Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [34], using two
different parameter settings. As in [24] we evaluate FEC
recovery using the performance evaluation tool of
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OpenFEC, eperftool. Our aim is to compare the improved
accuracy of the two-level model, when predicting FEC performance, compared to previous approaches (e.g., using
uniform random packet loss, or generating loss sequences
using the SGM).
To demonstrate the improved accuracy of the two-level
models using FEC as an example application, the FEC performance results obtained from these synthetic sequences
are compared to the results obtained from the original raw
data. For each trace, this gives FEC performance measured
from:
 the original raw trace data, showing measured packet
loss;
 a synthetic trace subject to uniform random loss, with a
loss probability matching the average loss probability
seen in the raw trace data;
 a synthetic sequence calculated using the SGM with
model parameters derived from the raw trace data; and
 a synthetic sequence calculated using the ld, SGM/
2HMM/2HMM model with parameters derived from
the raw trace data.
The FEC performance from each of the models is compared to the performance calculated on the raw data, to
assess the accuracy of the models, in terms of simulating
FEC repair performance.
7.2. Improved accuracy of two-level models
Fig. 20 compares the performance of FEC obtained from
the loss traces (as discussed earlier) against FEC performance results using synthetic data from (1) uniform random packet loss; (2) packet loss generated by the SGM
model; and (3) packet loss generated by the ld, SGM/
2HMM/2HMM model. The metric for performance is FEC
effectiveness (i.e., number of source packets repaired
divided by number of source packets lost). This is used
instead of residual loss rate, as it better illustrates performance differences between the models.
From each raw data trace, ten synthetic sequences were
generated (within eperftool for uniform random loss
model, using the approach described in Section 4 for the
single-level SGM, and the approach described in Section 5
for the two-level ld, SGM/2HMM/2HMM model). Each
point on the scatter plots in Fig. 20 represents a measurement trace, and shows the FEC effectiveness obtained from
the raw data (x-axis), and the mean of the FEC effectiveness
obtained from the 10 synthetic sequences. This demonstrates the typical FEC performance that would be obtained
from simulation using these models. If the models perfectly matched the raw data, the points would fall on a
45° diagonal line. Deviations from this line show the extent
to which the FEC performance obtained from the models is
different to that obtained from the raw data.
The left column of Fig. 20 shows the results from uniform random loss, the middle column shows results from
the SGM model, and the column on the right shows results
from the ld, SGM/2HMM/2HMM model. The top row shows
results from the LDPC ðk ¼ 67; r ¼ 33Þ scheme, and the
bottom row shows results from LDPC ðk ¼ 80; r ¼ 20Þ.
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Fig. 20. FEC performance on raw and synthetic data (top row: LDPC ðk ¼ 67; r ¼ 33Þ; bottom row: LDPC ðk ¼ 80; r ¼ 20Þ).

From Fig. 20a and d, it is clear that the FEC performance
obtained by simulating uniform random loss is quite different from that in the real data. This is as we have discussed in [24], but is visible in the line present across the
top of Fig. 20a and d, corresponding to the case where
the synthetic sequence resulted in 100% FEC recovery,
while the original raw data sequence was not fully recovered. Fig. 20b and e show that the performance of the
SGM is only slightly better than using uniform random
loss. The lines of points representing 100% recovery is also
present for the SGM. In contrast, the ld, SGM/2HMM/
2HMM model, as shown in Fig. 20c and f, tends to generate
synthetic sequences that show FEC performance closer to
the measured data, with the points clustering nearer to
the 45° diagonal.
The vertical line around x ¼ 100 on the plots for the
SGM and ld, SGM/2HMM/2HMM models indicates cases
where 100% recovery was achieved in the original trace,
while the synthetic trace resulted in lower recovery. In
these cases, the model appears to be somewhat pessimistic
about the FEC performance. However, looking at the correlation between raw FEC effectiveness, and mean synthetic
FEC effectiveness (displayed on each plot), it is clear that
the two-level model is more accurate, with correlation of
over 0.8. This is a strong improvement over the correlation
of 0.2 (for uniform random loss) and 0.3 (for the SGM).
Compared to the uniform random loss model, and the
widely used single-level SGM model), it is clear that the
two-level model we propose gives more accurate, but not
perfect, FEC performance results. This suggests that our
two-level model is more suitable for simulation of FEC

performance on video
broadband networks.

streaming

over

residential

8. Application to other network scenarios
To apply the two-level model presented in this paper to
different network scenarios, with characteristics that differ
signiﬁcantly from the residential broadband links we studied, it is necessary to understand the conditions of the network to be modelled. There are two elements to this:
analysing the system architecture to consider the possible
sources of packet loss and the reasons for this loss (i.e., the
outer states of the model), and collecting measurement
traces of the network. Analysis of the traces (using packet
loss and delay measurements, as discussed in Section 5, or
other relevant metrics) can then be used to assist in developing a classiﬁcation algorithm to identify the network
state.
To apply the two-level model as presented in Section 5,
with the same outer states, it would be sufﬁcient to study
the measurement traces for the new type of network, and
develop a suitable classiﬁer to determine the congestion
state of the network from the measurements. This might
be as simple as choosing appropriate thresholds to use
with the algorithms presented in Section 5.1. Following
this, the next step would be to estimate the model parameters from the trace data, and apply the same model evaluation procedure described in Section 4.4. Scripts to
generate synthetic traces using all of the packet loss models studied in this paper are available at http://martinellis.net/research/loss-modelling. These synthetic traces
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can then be used to evaluate the two-level model (in the
conﬁguration described in Section 5, or a different one),
once appropriately tuned, to simulate network behaviour
for performance evaluation of applications.
The two-level model described in this paper can be
directly used to evaluate the behaviour of other applications on residential broadband networks. The parameter
ﬁles and scripts needed to generate synthetic trace data
for such networks have also been made available at
http://martin-ellis.net/research/loss-modelling. Application of these parameters will allow simulation of typical
loss characteristics of ADSL and cable networks of the type
we measured, and will hence allow application performance on such networks to be evaluated.
It may be more difﬁcult to directly simulate loss behaviour of other environments, such as WiFi or mobile networks, since the model parameters we calculate for
residential broadband links will not match those environments. Nonetheless, the two-level model approach outlined here could be reused. Through analysis of the
possible network conditions and empirical measurement,
the two-level model framework presented in this paper
could be used in future work to simulate both the
longer-term changes in network behaviour through the
outer states of the model, and the short-term, correlated
packet loss behaviour using the inner models. In this case,
different classiﬁcation algorithms might be used, and could
even consider using not just packet loss and delay data, but
also available bandwidth, capacity, or jitter estimates. An
interesting avenue for future work would be the application of online classiﬁcation algorithms to learn the network conditions associated with different environments,
and use these to improve the simulation of more diverse
scenarios.

9. Related work
Related models have been proposed to model frame
errors in wireless networks. These include a four-state
Markov chain model, which includes separate states for
long and short loss and receive run-lengths [35]. The
thresholds for long and short are deﬁned in terms of the
physical-layer characteristics of the wireless channel, making this approach hard to directly apply to Internet losses.
The Markov-based trace analysis (MTA) [36] technique
uses a data-preconditioning approach, similar to our preclassiﬁcation of network state, aiming to classify frame
error traces from GSM networks into lossy or loss-free
sub-traces, then concatenating and modelling these
separately.
In [37], the MTA approach and other Markov models
were evaluated against a new alternative, the extended
on/off model (modelling loss and receive runs with lengths
derived from mixtures of geometric distributions). The
results of [37] show that the extended on/off model
improves modelling accuracy, although only a single trace
was used throughout the evaluations making it unclear
that the results hold in general. In another comparison
study [38], the performance of the SGM, the four-state
Markov-chain model, and the MTA technique are
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compared using error measurements from DVB-H networks.
This latter study concluded that the good performance and
relative simplicity of the four-state model makes it well-suited
for simulation of DVB-H errors. However, since their
approach relied on manually estimating model parameters, it is difﬁcult to scale up for large-scale use.
Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMMs), were applied to
validate estimates of Internet packet loss from PlanetLab
measurements [39]. HSMMs extend HMMs, considering
the packet loss process as an alternating on/off process
(i.e., loss and receive runs), but allowing the run-lengths
to be drawn from non-exponential distributions (unlike
HMMs, where run-lengths are drawn from an exponential
distribution). This approach is more general than the
HMMs we consider, although the parameter estimation is
more complex. However, future work could use an HSMM
model within our two-level model, possibly further
improving performance.
10. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we evaluated the accuracy of commonly
used packet loss models using traces measured from residential access networks, and found that they are insufﬁcient to capture the bursty loss conditions present on
such networks. We introduced a new two-level model that
more accurately captures these loss conditions. The results
of Section 6 show that our new model performs better than
the previous widely-used models (SGM, EGM, 2HMM, and
3HMM) across all types of traces. Our two-level model uses
a three-state outer Markov chain to model network state,
with inner loss models to capture packet loss processes.
Combining the simplicity of the SGM for non-congestive
loss, and the extra power of HMMs for capturing bursty,
congestive loss, the SGM/2HMM/2HMM inner model conﬁguration has been shown to accurately model measured
packet loss on a range of residential ADSL and cable links.
Accurate simulation of packet loss relies on understanding the end-to-end path the trafﬁc is likely to take (e.g.,
across the Internet, over the ISP backbone, through an
access router and ﬁnally across an ADSL or cable modem
link). By measuring the end-to-end performance on a representative link, and using this to train the two-level
packet loss model we have proposed, realistic simulation
results can be obtained. This is demonstrated in Section 7,
which compared the performance of FEC simulations to
real data, showed that the two-level model we propose
provides better accuracy than previous models.
Although this study has focused on the use of the
two-level model in residential broadband networks, it is
possible to apply it to other network types, as discussed
in Section 8. An important element of this would be to
understand the different sources of loss in the network to
be modelled, and capture these in the outer states of the
two-level model. For example, an 802.11 wireless link
can be expected to have very different behaviour than an
ADSL link, so the single outer state representing edge
congestion in our model might need to be replaced with
multiple states to model different link behaviours. This
type of extension can be done within the framework of
the two-level model we have deﬁned.
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An interesting area for future work would be to add online classiﬁcation algorithms, to deduce the outer states
dynamically according to observed data (and similarly to
choose the correct combination of models for the inner
states). Such an approach would require a signiﬁcant new
effort, including collection of a large quantity of additional
trace data from multiple types of networks, development of
new classiﬁcation algorithms, and thorough validation of
the technique. However, it would also represent a signiﬁcant advance in improving the accuracy of network models.
Our results show that future work on simulating FEC performance on networks with bursty packet loss, such as the
residential broadband we have measured, would beneﬁt
from using the two-level model rather than the single-level
SGM. Another potential use for the new models is in adaptive FEC, where the receiver uses the classiﬁcation and modelling mechanisms presented in Section 5 as input to a
control loop which determines which FEC parameters
should be used (e.g., similar to [40]). For example, the ratio
of video data to FEC could be adjusted, so that a higher video
bit-rate can be offered while network conditions are good,
while more error resilience is available when conditions
degrade. The issues involved in the design and optimisation
of such a system are an interesting direction for future work.
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